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List of Reports in PaM 2008/09

Overview
A number of reports within PaM are provided via the Reporting tab. The reports available are divided into the following categories:

- WBL Core Provider Performance
- WBL Other Provider Performance, including WBL Minimum Levels of Performance
- WBL Provider Funding
- FE Core Provider Performance
- FE Other Provider Performance, including FE Minimum Levels of Performance
- FE Provider Funding and Enrolments
- FE Other Provider, including Mix of Provision report
- Other Provider, including Mix of Provision report

A fuller description of each report can be found in the following table. More details of each report can be found in the PaM User Guides.

Note: Drill-down reports are not visible from the selection lists; they cannot be selected on their own, but via another report in the same category.

WBL Core Provider Performance Reports

Title  WB-01 WBL Provider Performance By Age Band
Description  Provider performance for three years split by age band, showing in-year volumes and Traditional and NMoS Overall success rates.

Title  WB-02 WBL Provider Performance By SSA
Description  Provider performance for three years split by SSA1, showing in-year volumes and Traditional and NMoS Overall success rates.

Title  WB-03 WBL Provider Performance By Gender
Description  Provider performance for three years split by gender, showing in-year volumes and Traditional and NMoS Overall success rates.

Title  WB-04 WBL Provider Performance By Ethnicity
Description  Provider performance for three years split by ethnicity (2001), showing in-year volumes and Traditional and NMoS Overall success rates.
Title WB-101 WBL Provider Programme Performance
Description Drill-down report on provider performance at Programme level.

Title WB-201 WBL Provider Learner Performance
Description Drill-down report on provider performance at Learner level.

Title WB-301 WBL Provider Learner Aims List
Description Provider learner aims list for core details.

WBL Other Provider Performance Reports

Title WB-11 WBL Provider Performance Minimum Levels SSA
Description Breakdown of weighted success rates by Sector Subject Area Level 1

Title WB-12 WBL Provider Performance For FL2 / FL3 / SFL
Description Provider performance for Full level 2, Full Level 3 and Skills for Life.

Title WB-13 WBL Provider Performance For E2E
Description Provider Entry To Employment performance for three years, showing starts, progression routes, percentage of positive progressions, leavers, in-year average length of stay.

Title WB-111 WBL Provider Performance Minimum Levels SSA SFC
Description Breakdown of weighted success rates by sector framework code within an SSA1.

WBL Provider Funding Reports

Title WB-21 WBL Provider Funding By Sector Subject Area
Description Provider total funding for three years split by Sector Subject Area Level 1.

Title WB-22 WBL Provider Funding By Programme Type
Description Provider total funding for three years split by programme type.

Title WB-102 WBL-Provider-Programme-Funding
Description Drill-down report on provider funding by Programme
Title WB-202 WBL Provider Learner Funding
Description Drill-down report on provider funding by Learner

FE Core Provider Performance Reports

Title FE-01 FE Provider Performance By Age Band
Description Provider performance for three years split by age band at start of aim, showing cohort-based enrolment numbers and success rates.

Title FE-02 FE Provider Performance By Sector Subject Area
Description Provider performance for three years split by SSA1, showing cohort-based enrolment numbers and success rates.

Title FE-03 FE Provider Performance By Gender
Description Provider performance for three years split by gender, showing cohort-based enrolment numbers and success rates.

Title FE-04 FE Provider Performance By Ethnicity
Description Provider performance for three years split by ethnicity (2001), showing cohort-based enrolment numbers and success rates.

Title FE-101 FE Provider Aim Performance
Description Drill-down report on provider performance by Aim

Title FE-201 FE Provider Learner Performance
Description Drill-down report on provider performance by Learner

FE Other Provider Performance Reports

Title FE-11 FE Provider Performance Minimum Levels
Description Provider weighted success rates, GLH and funding by SSA and level, for one expected end year, set against minimum levels.

Title FE-12 FE Provider Performance For FL2-FL3-SFL
Description Provider performance for Full level 2, Full Level 3 and Skills for Life

Title FE-111 FE Provider Performance Minimum Levels Mapcodes
Description Drill-down report - provider weighted success rates, GLH and funding for Long
programmes only by SSA, level and mapcodes, for one provider and expected end year, set against minimum levels.
FE Provider Funding and Enrolments

Title FE-21 FE Provider Funding By Sector Subject Area
Description Provider total funding by aim amounts and enrolments for three years split by SSA1 plus Entitlement and Additional Support

Title FE-22 FE Provider Funding By Notional Level.
Description Provider total funding by aim amounts and enrolments for three years split by notional level plus Entitlement and Additional Support

Title FE-102 FE Provider Aim Funding
Description Drill-down report - provider aim list summarising learner funding details to aim level for a given year.

Title FE-202 FE Provider Learner Funding
Description Drill-down report - provider learner list for total funding.

FE Other Provider Reports

Title FE-31 FE Provider Base Numbers
Description Provider learners, enrolments and total funding for three years split by age band and funding status.

Title FE-33 FE Provider Fee Remission
Description Provider fee remission analysis for three years.

Title FE-103 FE Provider Aim Base Numbers
Description Drill-down report - provider learners, enrolments and total funding for three years split by aim, within chosen criteria.

Other Provider Reports

Title FE-34 Mix of Provision
Description The number of enrolments and the funding broken down by provision type.